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PRO AND ANTI - SOCIAL BEHAVIORS SUBSEnUENT TO

AROUSAL AND OBSEMATIONAL LEARNING FROM
TELEVISION

Theories relating television viewing to suhsenuent behavior can be classified

according to the postulated intervening mechanism by which television viewing pro-

- duces an effect on behavior. Watt aid Krull (1977. labeled the three major models

Facilitation, Catharsis and Arousal. The Pacilinntion model relies on an observa-

tional learning or modeling process to affect subsequent behavior; the Catharsis

model utilizes drive-reduction by a fAtasv mechanism; and the Arousal model pos-

tulates an intermediate generalized drive-enhanced state which is translated into

later behavior. The Catharsis model iv:edicts results contradictory to those nre-

dicted by the other two models. It suggests that individuals who view violent

programming, for example, subsequently dill be lesslikelv to behave aggressively

even under social conditions which allow such behavior. Both the Facilitation

and the Arousal models Predict subsequert increases in oggressive behaviors under

(

su h conditions, however.

The Catharsis model hzp; received little exnerimental or field study sunport,

although eathaiNis effects have been reported (e.g., Feshbadiand Singer, ]971).

The overwhelming majority of studies, however, have renorted either Facilitation

fol-sir%otioual ltdroiag) (ffvrts or Arousal (excitation transfer) effects.

The Fpcilitation and Arousal models are not mutually exclusive, as both

m(elhinils nay ofw"ritv coneormitantiv. Thus, these two models are narticularlv

diffi ui so :.,11..z!!i,h :'t um one another in nractice. Esn(rimcntal studies of

violent telelicion t,(wing tv:hally find '.ubseouent increases in nygressive levels

orbehaviors, h n i i h may bc vrolailied by either of these two intervening proceSseS.

rIn vnv say that the ci.hjitts hive learned rind then chosen to enact the aggrecsive

behaviors modeled in the program and/or that the subjects have become Physiologically

aroused as a r,.sult of the ciolent denictions in the program and ihat this aronsal

rtodsices the iner.as-ed arExessWn. The Arousal niodel, howek.er, does rats' (ne unique
..,.



prediction: increases in behaviors of all kinds should occur as a conseouence of

viewing all types of arousing material, rather than just increases in modeled

behaviors. The Arousal model thus encomnasses but is not limited to aggresive

behavior subsequent to violent depictions.

The nuestion of the correct model is not an insignificant one. 14 the

Arousal model is correct, attemnts to: reduce audience aggression by limiting

the amount of tleised violence will have only limited effectiveness. Other tel-

evit,ion fare which produces arousal will still potentially nroduce increased ag-

gressive behavior in the audience. On the otherhand, if the Facilitation or

Observational learning model is correct, the nolicv called for is clear; reduce

televised violence alone in order to reduce audience aggressiveness.

Both models have extensive sunnort. The classic work of Bandura (cf. Bandura,

Ross and Rocs, 1961: 1)65a; 1965b: Bandura, 1n651 and Berkowitz (cf. Berkowitz,

Corwin and Hieronimus, 1963; Berkowitz and Geen, 1966; Geen and Berkowitz, 1967)

present experimental evidence that subjects learn from or are "cued" by violent

behavior, in a metUated ccrimunicatico and subsenucntly carry out the same or a

similar set of aggre,sive or violent behaviors. Other non-exnerimental evidence

for the Facilitati-i mociA can he finind in numerous .nrvevs of the viewing habits

of ch::dren and athilt,c(nts and tlalr agrecsive 1(ve1s (cf. Lflohitz, et al,

4

1972; Rel.;nsun and Bachnan, 1!)72; itkin and Chaffee, 19721 1972h).

flu Aroo-al r,olel Lac alse rekaived snpnort in the von of Tannenbaum (cf.

Tannenbaum, 197/, 1972) , 2i1 lman (cf. 'Zillman, 1971; 2111man, Hoet and Day,

1974) and eyer (1972) :irons others. In general, these studies have shown the

ability ef eon al,re.,ive matrial to plodnce phvsiolegical arousal whieh then

...("sited wait elckald LeWof saNequnt aggressive Lchavior. Hoi.excr,

all (f t , haY: a ,:rfoec evte.nal vali4ity flaw in ter-ts of (t. rereial

television: ft e (knollmai ripre-,ntine n(41-violtnt bro.e.al is

often an erotic film. ele,rl, e,ntic f17..:s ate rot 1 ormv1 network f.re.

4



Some attempts to reconcile the Facilitativa and Arousal models have been

made. In a reanalysis of survey data from the McLeod, Atkin and Chaffee (1972a,,

1972b) studies, Watt and Krull (1977) found evidence for independent arousal

and facilitation effects. However, the agent of arousal assumed in this study

was the farm complexity of the television Programming, rather than the emotional

content arousal postulated in the Tannenbaum, ?Allman, and Meyer studies. Form

complexity presumably produces arousal as a result of the cognitive decoding

"work" demanded by complex televised messages.

In another study, Watt and Krull (197S) attempted to separate the emotional

arousal resnonses from the form complexity arousal responses of young adults. They

found evidence of independent form complexity arousal and emotional arousal effects.

The agent of arousal An television programming thus annears to be both the form

(form complexity) and the message (emotional conditioning) of the program.

The interaction between viewer arousal and message content has also received

some scrutiny, and represents yet another Point of overlap between the Arousal

and racilitation rodeils. Buck (1076, nn. 173-174) describes an exneriment in

which subjects e,re Chown an arou:ing snorts film and an unexciting control film.

Subjects in the sports film condition indicated higher levels of excitement on

a self-report measure but showed no increases in subsequent aggressive acts,

cmnared to the, control group. However, the measurement of arousal in this exper-

iment is somewhat questionable insofar as it was not based on phvsioiogical data..

Lieber.: and Baron (1972) re:-ort an exnerimerit in which sub5ects were shown

either A violent videotpe or a Presumably exciting", but nonviolent snorts video-
.

time. In this eXPerimont, resnonses subsequent to viewing were nbt limited to

auressive behaviors, but could he either "helning" or "hurting". They reasoned

ihat both taxes of behavior should show increases (due to enhanced drive levels)

after viewing arow.ing material, if the Arousal model holds. On the other hand,

if rhort-term learning is the mechahism, more "hurting" responses should be

oerved in the aggressive videotape grout).
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They observed a significant difference between viewing groups indicating

a Facilitation effect. They also observed no difference in "helping" responses

between the groups and interpreted this as evidence against an arousal effect.

However, this interpretation may .c questioned if the non-violent videotape

produced excitement or arousal arable to the levels of arousal nroduced by

the violent videotape. If it d:d, one would expect to observe similar "hurt-

ing" responses in both groups, this was not the case. Further evidence

asgainst an arousal effect report by Liebert and Baron was in the observation

of significantly lower intensities of "helping" responses than "hurting" responses.

There is this evidence both for and against the general Arousal model. The

interrelationships between arousal processes and facilitation processes are

also unclear, as are the effects their interactions may have on subsequent Pro-

aad 1,chavior.

11.!: ire Iirent reported in this toner investigates both Facilitation and

Arousal pr;')re,-;es in ye ng adults. It had several major design objectives. First,

the stilAus r:otrialwas to be relativcly representative of material normally

shwn on co-4,1errial tle Second, the social situation set 110 to measure

after-viewing behavior was to : (a) allot. for equally easy choices of either pro-

or aott social brhavior; (b) nsure that tLe..e behaviors are perecived by subjects

to be real and eff(fctive; and (c) provide a goal toward which tbc cubject can be

motivated, so that (d) mach subjectwpuld receive some level of frustration in the

after viewing situation.

The hypothesesioutlined below are taken from both facilitation theories and

from Arowal theories. Their support or lack of support Provides imolicit tests

of tLe degree to 1..h;ch Taiilitat; on ind/or Arousal Processes occur.

HiPOTHLSES

Hl: Viewer:0)f eiolpnt 1.1,..01-ong will c.dhihit more ;,rout.al 110;1 1 It ttii rS of the

1 Lt. r p, r og

0

,hows whivh feature high levels of Phvg.icil viel(we



should be more arousal-inducing as a result of Prior emotional condi-

tioning against acts of violence.

H2: Viewers will exhibit disiphibition to the class of acts depicted in the

shows viewed.

Short-term observational learning is the postulated mechanism for dis-

inhibition. Viewers of violent acts are expected to be more willing to

punish and viewers of giving acts are expected to he more willing to re-

ward in subsequent situations which,may call for a choice of either behavior.

H3: Prior levels of aggression will he related to physiological responses to

programming.

This non-directional hypothesis is stated sPeculatively. There are several

rationale for it. It is possible that high Prior levels of aggression are

the result of heavy violent television viewing via an observational learning

mechanism. This heavy viewing might nroduce a desensitation effect, the

nostul:ited emotionally conditioned resonse to violent depictions. It is

also possible that Persons with high levels of aggression are inherently

more easily aroused. ;:nd that this ease of arousal is transmitted to such

social acts as arcssion, thus, high nrior levels of aggression may he

asswiated wit Ather higher or Imer arousals.

H4: The higher a person's prior level of aggression, the more he or she will

use punishment to achieve goals, even where reward is annropriate.

This is almost a self-evident hypothesis. We label Persons as aggres-

sive at least Partially hecause of their willingness to punish. However,

given a social condition in which either punishment or reward is an

equally aoPronriate 1 eFoon.4e, it is not self-evident that Punishment will

he the (husen rt.ponse. It is h-nothesized that punishment will be

chosen because it is a more common, and oerhans habitual, activity or

more aggieqsive nersons.
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HS: The higher a person's level of arousal, the more he/she will disnlay

activity of all kinds.

The rationale for this hypothesis is basic to arousal theory. Higher

arousal is presumahly indicative of an enhanced drive-state, and the

amount of any appropriate activity subs(' ently displayed should be

greater.

H6: The higher a person's frustration, the more he or she will use nunish-

- ment to achieve goals.

This is simply a statement of the common frustration-aggression hypothe-

sis. Presumably there is an innate aggressive drive which manifests

itself under conditions of frustration. Since frustration is thus an

alternative mechanism by which aggressive behavior is explained, it is

necessary to measure and control for it in order to determine unequiv-

ocally whether Facilitatior and/or Arousal effects take place.

a
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Fifty male and forty-five feinale subjects were assigned to one of three

experimental viewing conditions. These were (I) a serious dramatic presenta-

tion with high physical -nd verbal violence; (2) a comedy, with high verbal

conflict, but no acts of physical violence; and (3) a game show, with no

physical or verbal violence, but with a number of rewarding behaviors. These

three shows were chosen to present a range of rewarding and punishing behav-

iors. This presumed range considered the dramatic presentation to be highest

punishment behaviors and the game show to be highest in reward behaviors.

Prior to viewing, subjects' aggression levels were mcasured with °a que-

tionnaire instrument. While viewing, continuous measurement of galvanic skin

response (skin resistance) was made. The measure of physiological arousal was

used as a causally intermediate variable, being the dependent variable for

analyses of the viewing condition, and the prior independent variable for the

subsequent behavioral measures.

After viewing, the subjects were engaged in a seemingly unrelated exper-

iment which actaally provided them with the opportunity to reward or punish

(or refrain from either) a person of the same sex whose role was to provide

them with information necessary to achieve a desired goal. This person also

provoked fri.stration in the subjects by periodically giving incorrect

information.

Figure 1 summarizes the variables and hypotheses tes*I in this exper-
sit%

iment. The hypotheses relating show condition and prior aggression level

to physiological arousal were tested by 3 x 2 analysis of variance, with

show type one independent factor and prior aggression level, dichotomized

r.
via a mean split, the 'other independent factor.

The hypotheses reliting show type to subsequent behaviors were tested

by an analysis of covariance with show condition the independent factor and

prick aggre,;,:ion level and arousal level the covariates.
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The hypotheses relating prior aggression level and arousal to subsequent

behavior were tested in two ways: first, by considering arousal as an exogen-

ous variable, essentially ignoring the show condition predecessor of arousal.

In this analysis the source of arousal is ignored, and only the effects of

arousal on subsequent behavior are considered. In the second analysis, the

subjects are split according to the show condition in which they were assigned.

Here the source of arousal is explicitly included in the analysis.

VARIABLES

Show condition. This nominal variable is defined as the categorical type

of show viewed. The three categories operational zed in

this experiment were "action-adventure", "comedy", and "game show."

Prior aggression level is defined as agreement with statements favoring

physical a:,saolt or violence, 'erbal hostility, and indirect or displaced acts

of violence on inanimate objects. It is operationalized as the sum of responses

to 13 items drawn from the 7aks and Walters (1959) aggression index and the

Buss and Durkee (1957) inventory. Responses were on five-point Likert-type

scales, with the scale points labeled "strongly agree", "agree", "neutral",

"disagree" and "strongly disagree." The possible range of values on this

measure was thJs from 13 (strong agreement with all statements', to 65 (strong

disar(vment with all statements.)

Arousal is define' vs generalized activity of the autonomic nervous system.

It is ofierationalized as levels of skin resistance. GSR measurements were

computed by taking the diffeyence between the unstimulated, resting GSR of

each z-nlject aid readings taken at 10second intervals. These readings (approx-

ir,atc1y 12S-1:0 per subject, depending on show condition) were averaged to

produce a single value for each sub)eet, expressed in kiloohms.



Total Rewarding lehavior le debned as the extent to which a person

provides another with desirable items or benefits. It is operationalized

in this experiment as the total number of real credit points awarded by the

subject to another player. The number of plays in the Fame was lived at 16,

and the pluer could choose to reward, punish, or do neither on each play

(see eYperimental procedure far a full description of the game). The degree

of reward or punirhment was variable at th discretion of the subject, so

the theoretical range of thie variable waslfram zero to a very large number.

Number of Rewarding Fehaviors is defined as the number of choices

to reward another to any extent, rather than to punish or do neither. It,

is operationalized as the number of times each subject chose a reward re

sponse of any magnitude, and has the range of zero to 16 for the experimental

game.

.r. tense of RewardingIehavior is defined as the average magnitude

of reward given, when a rewarding mode of response is selected. It,is

operationally defined as the Total Rewarding Iehavior divided by the Number

of Rewarding Pehaviors.

Total Punishing Eehavior is defined as the extent to which a person

taker d4,:r1,ble items from or harts another. It is ciperaticnalized in this

exp-rltrent iy the total numler of real credit points taken Lys the subject

from another pl4yer. Like Total BewardinE Tehaviort this variable is not

fixed magr.itude, z.s. the pl. -yen was free to punish to any degree, and thus

'the variable can range from zero to a very large number.

Numter of Punishinc Tehaviors. is defined as the number of choices

to punith :tether to any evt6nt, rzther than to reward or do Lti-j,er. It is

tP
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operationalized as the number of times each subject chose a punishment response

of any magnitude, and thus has r range of zero to 16.

Intensity of Punishing Behavior is defined as the average magnitude of

punishment given, when a punishing mode of response is selected. It is opera-

tionally defined as the Total Punishing Behavior divided by the Numbei of

Punishing Behaviors.

Aggregate Behavior is defined as the overall balance of a person's reward-

ing and punishing behaviors. It is operationally defined as the total reward-

ing.behavior minus the total punishing behavior, and since these are not boun-

ded the result can range from a very large negative number (an aggregate of

more punishment than 'reward) to a very large positive number (more reward than

punishment). The zero-point of the measurement represents an equal balance

between rewards and punishments.

Total Behaviors is defined as the extent to which a person responds with

both rewarding and punishing behaviors, Thus, it represents the extent of

activity in general. It is operationally defined as the sum of the Total

Rewarding Behavior and the Total Punishing Behavior.

Frustration is defined as the extent to which a person is prevented

from reaching a goal toward which he or she is motivated. It is operational-

ized in the experimental game by'the number of incorrecr moves made by the

subject, for which they are penalized real credit points. Frustration is

produced both by aoini., on the incorrect information given by the accomplice

and by diO.Jeli.:%:n; correct information. This variable is thus riot held

constant by the experimental design, but is measured. The manipulation

(accomplice untruthfulness) which produces the response is constant, however.

0
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Subjects were obtained from an introductory communication course subject

pool at the University of Connecticut. Each signed up for an individual exper-

imental session and was instructed to come to the lobby of the experillintal

building. There they were met by an experimental assistant of the Opposite sex

and conducted to the experimental room. This room, which was about the size of

an average living room, was decorated with a couch, easy chairs, indirect table

lamp lighting and rug, etc. in an attempt to simulate as closely as possible a

normal viewing environment.

The subject was asked to fill out a preliminary questionnaire concerning

"attitudes and opinions". This questionnaire contained 13 items drawn from the

. .

Buss-Durkee hostility and aggression inventory (Buss-Durkee 1957) and the Zaks-

Walters aggression index (Zaks-Walters 1959). These items were interspersed with

17 other dummy items which were not analyzed. The dummy items were added to

dilute the pretest sensitization effect, and to mask the nature of the hypotheses

being tested.

The subject was then seated in an easy chair facing a large television

monitor. lie or she was then told that the purpose of the experiment was to

measure people's physiological r,.sponses to different television programs: The

GSR electrodes were attached in a bipo'ar configuration to the first and third

fingers of the left hand. The electrode leads, along with the coaxial cable

for the teleis!on wcrc rowed through the soundproof will separating

the experHental room from the equipment control room. Save for

these than (SR ]suds, the subject was in a fairly normal viewing situation.

1.3
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The subject was told that the experimenter would be in the next room

monitoring the equipment, and would be occasionally observing through a small

one-way mirror window partially hidden behind some drapes. He or she was asked

to make him/herself comfortable, as the equipment would require about five

minutes to stabilize. He or she was also asked to move only when necessary

for comfort during the television program, as movement would affect the phys-

iological readings.

The subject was left alone in the room with no picture or sound on the

monitor while a GSR baseline reading was obtained. After the novelty of

the situation had faded and the CSR reading had remained constant for at least

a minute, the video taped program was started. CSR stabilization typically

required from five to ten minutes. All GSR measurements were then expressed

in deviations from this stable baseline, as the actual skin resistance of

individuals varied widely.
L

Videotapes were chosed randomly for males and females, so that approx-

imately equal numbers of Each sex were assigned to each of three viewing con-

ditions. The first tape was an edited version of the movie alking Tall",

as ehown on network television. The tape was edited into a 21 minute condensed

version of the first half of the movie which ended with a dramatically

climactic courtroom verdict. The narrative was retained in the edited version

of the final t.1..pe. (ln fact, one'olterver th.l,ught tnat the .-diteo version,

was better than the original). The second tape was a complete broadcast

episode of "The Jefferson s' , with only the commercials edited out. The third

condition vas a similarly edited tape of the game show "The'Price is Right".

Both of these tapes ran 22i minutes. The three tapes will be referred to as

1p



the WI', JLFF, and PR conditions.

While the subject viewed the tape, the experimenter's assistant and

accomplice observed the subject through the observation window and recorded

any visible motion of th: .ubject by pressing a button which recorded the

event on the GSR chart d-:ye. The GSR readings were later correatd for

subject movement by assining that any GSR level shift in the 10 seconds fol-

lowing a recorded subject move was a result of movement. This shift was

"depreciated" over the next two minutes by subtracting linearly decreasing

percentages of the shift from each subsequent GSR reading since it was previ-

ously determined that a normal time for recovery to the GSR value before

movement was two, minutes under no stimulation conditions. Thus, the first

GSR reading after a movement had 100% of the difference subtracted, the next

reading 11/12, the next 5/6, etc.

At the end of the tape, the experimenter went back into the experimental

room and removed the GSR leads. The subject was then asked to fill out another

questionnaire concerning his/her reactions to the program and prior exposure

to the program viewed. The subjective reactions were semantic differential

type polar adjectives and are not analyzed here. As the WT and JEFF episodes

were taped during a prior television season, and the PR program in general

has low student viewership, only three of the 95 subjects reported prior

exposure to the stimulus material.

While the subject filled out the post-test questionnaire, the experimen-

ter's accomplice, t,lio I.as the same sex an the subject, entered a waiting room

near the experimental room. The experimenter then told the subject that "I'm

twining another experiment for a graduate student thesis, Kind it requires two

persons. One person has shown up, but the other has not. Would you mind

staying for another 15 minutes to help out?" The subject was offered addi-

tional experimental credits (a minimum of which are required as part of the

introductory course requirements.) 'Only one student:refused to stay and

had to be eliminated from the analysis.
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Tile subject was then taken into the waiting room and introduced to

the accomplice, who was presented as the other student subject for the

next "experiment." This "experiment" was described as concerning infor-

mation transfer under conflict situations. The experimenter explaineJ that

one of the two subjects would be assigned to play a "prisoner of war" 04

the other an "interrogator" in a board-type game. The object of the Some

was for the interrogator to gain enough information to move through the

squares laid out on the board (a "Mine field") with a minimum loss of "mon".

A "man" was lost each time the "interrogator" made an incorrect move. The

prisoner of war was to conceal as much information as possible. The inter-

rogator was given the ability to reward or punish the prisoner of war by

giving or taking experimental credit points in order to gain the most

accurate information.

It was explained that in order to make the situation realistic, the in-

terrogator would himself receive experimental credits in proportion to the

number of "men" who successfully negotiated the "mine field", and the

prisoner of war would actually receive the credits given or taken away by

the interrogator. Since experimental credits were necessary for introduc-

tory course credit, Imth participants should have been highly motivated,

Pretesting of the game and debriefing supported this presumption.

In actuality, the accomplice was always assigned the role of the

priv:rier of uar ,.rid the subject the role of interrogator. The eyperimenter

went over the rules of the game tith both participants, and answered ques-

tions about play. The accomplice always asked the question "Am 1 allowed

to lie?", and the experimenter answered in the affirmative.

After the experimenter was sure the subject understood the game

and the "real" nature of the punishment and rewards, he or she informed



the participants that in order to limit the exchange to verbal communica-

tion and rule out non-verbal cues as to the truth or falsity of information,

each participant would in different rooms, and the game would be played

on identical boards vii . intercom. The experimenter would monitor the

game.and inform the p14 of correct or incorrect moves.

The subject was re- :ned to the experimental room and intercom set

up. Both the accompli: and the experimenter reLurned to the control room

and after a Suitable period of time (ostensibly to set up the "prisoner of

war" in another experimental room), began the game.

The basic format of the game involved the subject asking the accomplice

if it was safe to move into a particular square on the board. Before an

answer was given, the subject (the interrogator) would reward or punish

the accomplice (the prisoner of war) or do neither. The degree of reward

or punishment could be varied, with each unit representing .1 of an exper-

imental credit (a total of eight experimental credits were the introductory

course requircmtnt). A typical exchange would be:

SUBJECT: is it safe to move into square R3? Reward 3 units.

ACCOMPLICE: Yes.

After tach move by the ymbject, the experimenter would inform the subject

over the intercom of the outcome (correct move or incorrect move), and the

re '-ult (r.g. "Correct, you still have 14 men" or "Incorrect, you lose a

man. You now have 13 left"). If the move was incorrect, the experimenter

would state the correct move and have the subject move the playing piece

to that square and continue the game. Thus, because incorrect moves were

corrected by thc, experimenter, each subject had exactly 16 plays.



The accomplice responded to all questions with either "yes" or "h0".

uttered as consistently blandly as possible. Every fourth move the accomplice

would give incorrect infolgiation, so that there were 12 correct and 4 incor-

rect answers given ring each game session.

After the ga . -as completed, the subjects ...ere given two "departmental

experimental oval on forms" to fill out, one for each of the "experiments."

These forms legit. -.d that the subjects list the nature of the experiment,

whether it involve.: xariable or predetermined credits, whether it was related

to other experiments they had participated in, and their evaluation on several

dimensions of the experiment. In addition, the form asked the subjects to des-

cribe briefly that they thought the purpose of the ameriment Was. In actuality,

these forps served as an unobtrusive check on the experimental mayipulation.

None of the subjects detected the relationship between the television viewing

situation and the game playing situation, and all believed that they were actually

giving and tai ing credits from the accomplice.

To r,a;ntain the ncev.ary deception for the duration of the experiment,

each subject was in the actual number of ci,clits earned during the game,

as promised by the experimenter. Subjects were not debriefed until all subjects

had been run. Breed on the "crperimental evaluation form" results, it is safe

to conclude that no contamination of new subjects by former subjects took

place, and that each subject was naive as to the real hypotheses being tested.

To summarize this fairly cerdplicated procedure, each subject:

a. Filled out a pretest aggression level scale.

b. Viewed one of three vi deot apes while having OR recorded.

c. Played a seemingly unielated game which featured:

1. Variable rewards and punishments Mhich the subject perceived
to be real and which were directed at another person.

2. A motivation to perform well in order to gain personal reard.

3. Fructratiori induced by atiother!s untruthfulness.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Show Condition and Arousal.

The first hypothesis, that the show conditions would provide

e:ff, rential arousal levels, was supported, as Figure 2 and Table I indicate.

The measure of arousal was above baseline (indicating increased arousal)

fo: cbjects with both low and high levels of prior aggression in the l'IT

co. iition, while it was actually lower than resting baseline for all persons

in the JEFF condition. The PR condition produced near-baseline levels of

arousal. Thus the idea of emotional arousal received experimental support.

Although it appears that subjects with higher levels of prior aggression

responded to the MIT condition with higher levels of arousal than did subjects

- with lower levels of prior aggression, there were high standard deviations

of the arousal levels. Because of the wide variation in response, no signif-

icant effect due to level of prior aggression was found. Hypothesis3

relating the levels of prior aggression to physiological response was tIus

not supported.

H)pothesis 2 predicted that the show content would produce subsequent

behaviors in the subjects consistent with the behaviors depicted in the

sh..us Fi i site 3 ;:nci Table II summarize the tests of this hypothesis.

Show Condition and Pro-social behavior. No relationship between the

show vi ewed and the number of rewarding behaviors was found, but significant

relationships between show viewed and the total reward given and the inten-

sity of reward for each rewarding move were found. The cell means from

Table II indicate that subjects who saw the vicrient program rewaltded less

than those Ao 1,a the game show, lending smile support.-to the facilitation

hypothesis in the pro-social direction. However, the comedy program

ifproduced the very / CWPSe levels of 'total rewa d. Reward intensity followed

the hame pattern.
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Mow Condition and Anti-social bellavror. The only significant rela-

tionship between show condition .and punishing behaviors was for the inten-

sity of punishment given when punishing responses were chosen. However,.

as. 7,1: II shows, the cell means are in the opposite direction to that

neede' "qr support of an Observational learning hypothesis. There is thus

no rt for the Facilitation model in the anti-social direction.

..ow Condition and overall behavior. An examination of the grand means

in Tre'.1e II shows that subjects overwhelmingly chose rewards rather than

punishment to achieve their goal in all show conditions. The significant

relation hip between show viewed and the total behavior of both types is

quite interesting. Subject,s who viewed the comedy responded much less than

subjects who viewed the violent presentation, who in turn responded less

than subjects who viewed the game show. These results, in conjunction with

the pro- d n d anti social behavior breakdewrs make it clear that subjects

responded freely in the reward direction but restricted responses in the

punisl::4ent direction.' This propensity is further illustrated in the rela-

tionship between show condition and the overall aggregated response which

operationally permits a reward to cancel out a punishment. The grand mean

chows the tendency for all treatment groups to respond with more reward than

puhi Flvant. Fince there was little difference in degree of punishment be-

tween chow 'conditions, and there are reasonably large differences in the

aggregate cell means (although these did not quite reach a .05 level of

significance),-it is apparent that subjects arrived at their overall

reward/punishment figures.by varying the rewardso while leaving the pnnish-

r:nts at simi 3 ar levels between treatieents.

On the vhnle, the results indicate that the Facilitation model held

only for pro (-oei al behaviors, apd not for anti-social behaviors. One

uct recol;n1-.e, however, that these analyses of 'Covariance held eonslant

lel:els of -arousal (which were Fhon to systematically vary with the thaw
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vie-t:t!), w:d thus reflected a "pure" test of the Facilitation model,

rather than a realistic test.

Arousal and behavior: general considerations. The relationship between

arousal and subsequent behavior presents a difficult analysis task. Because

Of the nominal nature of the show cor'ions,t is difficult to separate

out the effects of the show, which include Facilitation effects, from the

effects of the arousal. Unlike the analyses or covariarce which permitted

easy "removal" of the effect of arousal from tests of relationships between

show viewed and subsequent behavior, the effect of the show type can be

removed from the tests of the effects of arousal on behavior only by parti-

tioning the -sample into the riefrandi-rfeatiehrgfaipt-Afid conducting-pral-

lel analyses. However, since we are assuming all non-error effects on be-

havior to be a result of either Facilitation or Arousal effects, we can make

some logical deductions by examining the aionsal-behavior telationships and

contrasting them to the show condition--behavior relationships just discussed.

Multiple tests of the remaining three hypotheses 014, HS, and 116) rela-

ting arousal, prior aggession level, and frustration to subsequent behavior

are included in the following discussions.

Arousal and pro-social behavior. Figures 4, S and 6 summarize the re-

lationships telwLen arousal and sulltquent rewarding behavior while Explicitly

including prior aggression level and! subsequent frustration in the predic-

tive models. For each behavior analyzed, the overall relatiofiship from

all show conditions is first presented. This relationship etsentially ig-

nores the source of the arouSal. Separate relationships for each of the

show conditions are then presented.

Taking all show conditions into account, only the total anount of

reward given can be predicted from arousal levels aesignificantly beter

than chance levels. Even this relatiousip is weak, explaining only about

3t of the tariance in total reward. Lack of frustration is overwhelmingly

2



20 CORRECTED

the best predictor of number of rewards, total reward, and reward intensity.

The Frustration-Aggression hypothesis thus finds support, and

the Arousal model finds very weak support. There is no support for the

hypothesis relating prior levels of aggression to subsequent-pro-social

behavior.

When examining the violent program condition, a similar set of results

are found. Lack of frustration still predicts rewarding behavior signif-

icantly, while arousal will not predict any pro-social behavior variable

at better than chance levels.

aifrrersourvat 3117SWITr-oi-f63UTIK-are found in-the---

comedy viewing condition. Lack of frustration takes on a reduced role in.

predicting reward variables, and arousal becomes more significant, explain- .

ing over 25% of the variance in intensity of reward in this viewing condition.

In the game show condition; frustration (or rather its lack) again

becomes the important variable, significantly_ predicting all pro-social

variables except number of reward behaviors, which was not predicted- by--

any variable.

In terms of pro-social behavior then, it is'safe to conclude that

overall evidence supporting the Frustration-Aggression hypothesis was

found, but that Arousal effects seem tied in some way to the show view-

ing condition which.produced the arousal.

Arousal and anti-social behavior. Ignoring the source of the arousal,

one concludes from.Figures 7. 8 and 9 that both the Arousal model and

the Frustration-Aggression hypothesis are supported in terms of anti-social()behavior.The number of punishing behaviors exhibited and the total pun- '{

ishment given are both significantly predicted by both frustration and

arousal level, with increases in both leading to increases in punishment.

The intensity of punishing behaviors is alsO predicted by arousal, but



not by frustration. Again, no relationship is found between prior aggtes-

s ion level and any punishment variable.

The results for the violent program condition are identical to ;hose

for the aggregate of all viewing conditions, although the strength of re-

lationship between arousal and punishment variables is somewhat stronger

in !this condition.

The comedy viewing situation again presents some markedly different

results. NO variable predicts punishment variables at better than chance

levels for viewers in this condition. There is no evidence for any arousal,

frustration, or prior aggression effect in this viewing condition.

The game show gives yet another set of relationships. The strength of

relationships are similar to those found for the "All Shows" analysis, but

the arousal to behavior relationships fail to reach significance because of

the reduced number of subjects in the PR condition. it can only be conclu-

ded that frustration produced increased levels of total punishment and

number of punishments in this viewing condition.

AroUsal and overall behavior. The purest test of the arousal model is

Contained in Figure 10, which summarizes relationships between arousal and

total behavior of all kinds. Theoretically, both rewarding and punishing

behaviors should increase with increases in arousal. There is no support

in any of the viewing conditipos or in the "all shows" condition 'for the

Arousal model. The Frustration-Aggression hypothesis cannot be tested with

the ciA7A-all behavior variable, since it is non-directional, but it is inter-
:

esting to note that the frustraton level is negatively related to the

wdount of L'ehavior in all conditions, and is statistically significant for

the "all shows" and the it violent condition. Under frustration, subjects

apparently reduced their total behavioral outnut. If it is assumed that

frustration podoces arousal, this finding can he taken as evidence dirertly

fi
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`,cntradicting the Arousal model, as one would expect that arousal would

be translated into increased, rather than decreased, levels of behavior.

When one includes the "sign" of the behavior in either the pro- or

anti-social direction, it becomes clear (sot Figure 11) that arousal level

predicts the aggregate response of subjects. Only in the PR condition did

arousal fail to predict the aggregate response at better than chance

levels. Likewise, frustration predicted esgregate response in all condi-

tions except the JEFF condition. Lower Veinal predicted more pro-social

response, as did lack of frustration.

DISCUSSION

We are confronted with two difficult tasks in the discussion of these

results: first, to make some comprehensive statement about the meaning

of a large number of statistical tests; and second, to attempt a post-hoc

explanation of some highly interesting and unexpected results. Taking the

first task first, let us summarize the results briefly:

1. The dominant mode of behavior chosen by the young adult was
strongly in the pro social direction, even when frustrated
and after vitwing material.

2. Violent progrhming produced elevated( levels of arousal.

3. The show vii.sd is clearly related tb indicdtors of pro-social
h.hwrior in a :ay which .sapports an Observational learning or
modeling theory, when the arousal 1 vet of the viewer is controlled.

4. The show viewed is not a good predi ator of anti-social behavior
when arousal is controlled.

S. Prior ngresion level does not prediA either,
1
pro- or anti-social

behavior levels.

6. Aropsal is not strongly related.to the levels o'f pro-social behavior,
while lack, of frustration is strongly related.

7. Arousal is reiated to lvvels of anti oda' behavior, as is the
degree of frustration. Arousal is more strongly related' in the
violent viewing situation than the otliier viewing conditions.
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6. There is no evidence for a generalized Arousal model effect.

9. When considering all behaviors in a single summary fashion,
aggregate response is a result of both arousal and frustration,
and (not so confidently) the show viewed.

What we seem to be describing is a situation in which causes (or at

least predictors) of pro-social behavior are different from the causes

of anti-social behavior. Increased pro-socigl behsvior appears to be

a result of televised exposure to similar behavior and lack of frustration.

Increased anti-social behavior appears to be the result of arousal and

frustration.,

if this finding can be considered generally true,(a sweeping generaliza-
tor

Lion, as the subjects of this experiment were high SES, highly socialized

young adults)
pro-social behavior could be increased by removing sources of

frustrati424,and by increasing pro-social content in the television medium,

but there is)no direct implication that anti-social behavior would be decreased

by decreasing violent content. Other than reducing frustration (which is a

bii out of the mass communicator's normal abilities) the prescription for

ledueing anti,ocial hAavior would be to reduce arousal in audience members.

If arousal is produced by emotional response to violent content, for exam-

ple,-then reducing violent content would help to achieve the desired result.

indeed, acre it some evidence for this in the higher levels of arousal

observed in this experiment in the violent viewing condition, and in the

increased role arousal seems to play in this viewing condition (see Fig. 7,

8 and 9). But there are many other variables differing between viewing

conditions which are not analyzed in this experiment, and they may also

have effects)lon arousal. Form complexity, suspense and sexual responses

have all been related to arousal. Arousal produced by these factors

will not be reduced by eliminating violent content, and may h've the same

effect on subsequent anti-social behavior as arousal produced y emotional

response to violence.

9



But we still have to account for some unexpected results. Again

we can summarize these questions:

1. Why was no support found for the generalized arousal model?

2. Why did the comedy viewing condition consistently produce unex-

pected results at variance with the other two viewing conditions?

3. Why was prior aggression level not related to .nti- social behavior?

The answer to the first question may lie in the nature of the behaviors

permitted in this expel-bent. In the discussiorl of prior tests of the

Arousal model, it was noted that most outcome behaviors measured were restric-

ted to anti-social behavior. The test of the model typically was made by

changing the arousalagent from violent content to some other stimulating

but nonviolent material. The outcome of these tests are consistent with

the r-.sult of this experiment. Here, too, higher levels of arousal pre-

dicted higher levels of anti-social behavior, even when ignoring the source

of the arousal. In the single discussed experiment which permitted a choice

of pro-social or anti-social behaviors after viewing, (Liebert and Baron,

1972), no support for generalized transfer of arousal to both kinds of

behaviors was found. Again, *e have replicated this effect.

The inconsistency lucre scems to be that two different effects were

tested in the two oiffcrent conceptualizations: the Tannenbaum and Zillman

results ,,tated that arousal from different sources could be transferred to

the !.7tille class of beTtaviors, (i.e., anti-social behaviors) while the Liebert

and Baron results state that arousal from the same source, (violent

telev-iion programming,) was not tran&ferred to different classes of behav-

ior (both pro- and bhavio,j. In all, the rw.o)ts seem consis-

tent with the idea that arousal from whatever source is transferred

primarily to anti-social behaviors.

The question c4.eccrning the comedy viewing ccmdition resales is

s

probably best answered by invoking "unmeasured variables" as an explana-



tion. The subject in this condition showed the lowest level of arousal

and the lowest rewarding behavior. This is consistent with a general

arousal effect. But they also showed semewhat.more than averagc punish-

ment 1 .havior, to which these low levels of arousal were negatively rela-

ted. This is not consistent with general arousal.

r.'ne of the primary differences between the comedy situation and the

other viewing conditions as the very high level of verbal conflict. There

were many (huslcrous) shouting scenes and (unrealistic) threats. This verbal

output might have specific effects, or it may be simply that the comedy

situation elicits an entirely different response pattern. Of course, the

results may be due to simple sampling error, but the alpha error probabil-

ities observed make this doubtful. Comedic effects appear to need more

careful study.

Finally, the questior of prior aggression level and its lack of rela-

tionship to vitually every other variable must be addressed. Here, the

danger of "proving" the null hypothesis must be clearly avoided. It is

most likely that the measuring instrument was not sensitive enough to pre-

dict behavior in this instance. A self-report paper and pencil measure,

describing primarily hypothetical situations, is inherently error prone.

Real relationships may be detected in the presence of this error if the

sample size is large enough, as it often is in surveys. 'But for an exper-

imental study such.as this one, with a fairly small sample, the instrument

may simply be too insensitive to make accurate predictions. Another possible

explanation is that college students tend to be a highly socialized segment

of the population. Su.ch individuals might agree with aggressive soa;e

items but be inhibited from (or socialized against) overtly displaying

aggressive behavior.
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FIGURE 1

OUTLINE OF HYPOTHESES

Prior Aggression Le7u1
ti

HSArousal

H2

113

Frustration 116

Behavioral Outcomes

Total Rewarding Behavior
Intensity of Rewarding
Behavior

Number of Rewarding Be-
haviors

Total Punishing Behavior
Intensity of Punish. Beh.
Number' of Punish. Beh.

Total Behaviors
Aggregate Behaviors

NOTE: In tests of hypotheses, the critical level of alpha

was set at p<- .05 if N> 50, and p<.10 if N< 50.
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FIGURE 2

PREDICTION OF AROUSAL BY SHOd TYPE AND PRIOR AGGRESSION

Prior Aggression

eta = .04
F = .26

dF = 1,89

n.s.

1/
Show Type Arousal

eta = .25
F = 3.06
dF = 2,89
p = .05

No significant interaction

41'
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FIGURE 3

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SHOW CONDITION AND SUBSEOUENT BEHAVIORS, CONTROLLING FOR
PRIOR AGGRESSION LEVELS AND AROUSAL (ANALYSES OF COVARIANCE)

SHOW CONDITION

SHOW CONDITION

0=.15
F=1.15 (2:89 d.f.)

n.s.

O=.26
F=3.74 (:;89 d.f.)
r=.03

NUMBER OF REWARDING
BEHAVIORS

TOTAL REWARDING BEHAVIOR

SHOW CONDITION '-INTENSITY OF REWARDING

SHOW CONDITION

SHOW CONDITION

SHOW CONDITION

SHOW CONDITION

SHOW CONDITION

O=.29
F=4.66 (2; 89 d.f.)
r=.01

0=.13
F=1.00 (2; 89 d.f.)

n.s.

O=.06 .

F=.18 (2; 89 d.f.)
n.s.

BEHAVIOR

NUMBER OF PUNISHING
BEHAVIORS

,TOTAL PUNISHING BEHAVIOR

INTENSITY OF PUNISHING

0=.29
F=4.66 (2; 89 d.f.)
p=.01

8=.28
T =3.03 (2; 89 d.f.)
r =.02

0=.22.
T=2.88 (2; 89 d.f.)
1)=.06

3t;

BEHAVIOR

TOTAL BEHAVIOR

>AGGREGATE RESPONSE
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FIGURE 4

PREDICTORS OF NUMBER OF REWARDING BEHAVIORS

All Show Conditions

R = .40
F = 5.78 (3;91 d.f ), p = .001

Prior Aggressive Level
0 = .01, n.s.

Arousalv---------4 Number of Rewarding Behaviors
0 = -.11 . 0 = -.39

n.s.
,

t = 4.07, p<.001

Frustration

WT Condition
Prior Aggressive Level

R = .63
0 = .13, n.s.

F = 6.48 (3;29 p = .002
Arousal- Number of Rewarding Behaviors

0 = -.23 0 = -.58
t= 1,1463, p= .077 lr t= 3.99, p<.001

Frustration

JEFF Condition

R = .20
F = .35 (3;27 d:f.), n.s.

Arousal

Prior Aggressive Level
1 0 = .17, n.s.

L.>
Number of Rewarding Behaviors

0 = .01,n.s.

PR Condition

1"

TB = 0.10,n.s.

Frustration

R = 35
Prior Aggressive Level

F = 1.29, (3;27 d.f.),n.s.
0 = -.01,n.s.

Arousal Number of Rewarding Behaviors

t = 1.94, p=,031
B =-.06 n.s.

Frustration

3i
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FIGURE ,

PREDICTORS OF TOTAL REWARDING BEHAVIOR

All Show Conditions

R. .39

F* 5.53 (3:91 d.f.) pm .002

PRIOR AGGRESSION LEVEL

B n.s.

AROUSAL
0. -.16

t- 1.65, p=.05

9, TOTAL REWARDING BEHAVIOR

FRUSTRATION

WT Condition

R.= .54

F. 4.07 (3;29 d.f.) pm .016

B . -.36
t. 3.70, pl.001

PRIOR .AGGRESSION LEVEL

B. -.01, n.s.

AROUSAL > TOTAL REWARDING BEHAVIOR,
6- -.19

. n.s. e . .50.
t. 3.21, p. .002

aFFF Condition

R. .42
F. 1.98 (3;27 d.f.)
n.s.

AROUSAL
m -.32'
t. 1,82, p= .040

FRUSTRATION

PRIOR AGGRESSION LEVEL

TOTAL REWARDING BEHAVIOR

8 = -.16, n.s.

PR Condition

R. 33
F. 1,10 (3;27 d.f.)
n.s.

B = -.25
't= 1.44, p= .086

FRUSTRATION

PRIOR,406ESSION LEVEL

-0 = -.05i n.s.

AROUSAL
B = _.0 11.S.

TOTAL REWARDING BEHAVIOR

E. -.33 .
t. 1.72, pm .048

ti
FRUSTRATION



FIGURE 6

PREDICTORS OF ILTENSITY OF REWARDING bEHAVIOR

Ali'Show Conditions
R. .38
F. 5.11 (3;9] d.f.)

0 .603

AROUSAL-
B -.18
n.s.

WT*Condition

R= .505
F. 3.30 (3;29 d.f.)

P=.034

AROUSAL-

PRIOR AGGRESSION LEVEL

INTENSITY OF REWARDING
BEHAVIOR

B -.33

P. .001

B = .00
n. s .

FRUSTRATION

PRIOR AGGRESSION LEVEL

) INTENSITY OF REWARDING
0 = -.18 T BEHAVIOR

.14

n.s.

n.s.

6 -.45
t. 2.80
pO .004

FRUSTRATION

JEFF Condition
R. .60
F. 4.30 (3;2 d.f.)
p. .013

AROUSAL

PR Condition
R= .20
F. .39 (3;27 d.f.)
n.s.

6 = -.50
t.'303
p. .002

PRIOR AGGRESSION LEVEL
0. -.10
n.s.

), INTENSITY OF REWARDING
BEHAVIOR

s- -.3
t:1.92

1

.032
FRUSTRATION

AROUSAL-

PRIOR AGGRESSION LEVEL

- - -> INTENSITY OF REWARDING
0= -.08 T BEHAVIOR
n.s.

0. -.06
n.s.

3 3

IR= -.19

n.s.
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FIGURE 7

PREDICTORS OF NUMBER OF PUNISHING BEHAVIORS

All Show Conditions

R = .49
F = 9.52 (3;91 'd.f.), p<.001

Condition

Prior Aggression

1 B = .06,n.s.
Arousal -----4. Number of Punishing Behaviois

B = .27
B = .41

t = 2.98, p = .001*
t = 4.51, p<.001

Frustration

R = .72
F = 10.41 (3;29 d.f.). p<.001 Prior Aggression

0 = .20
t = 1.41

p. = .08S

. Arousal Numbefk.)of Punishing Behaviors

B = .47 0 = .54
. t = 3.41, p=.001 t = 4.16 p<.001

Frustration

JEFF Condition

R = .38
F = 1.54 (3;27 d.f.), n.s.

Arousal

. 0 = .22,n.s.

PR Condition
".

R

F = 3.18 (3; 27 d.f.), p = .040

Arousal ,

0 =
t =

.23

1.36

Prior Aggression

t=.1.52, p =.071
0 =.27.

Number of Punishing Behaviors

1 B = .16;n.s.
4

:Frustration

".

Prior Aggression
1,0 = .05,n.s.

Number of Punishing Behaviors

1 0 = .50
t= 2.90, p = .004

p.- :092 Frustration'



FIGURE 8

PREDICTORS OF TOTAL PUNISHING BEKAVIOR

All Show Conditions

R. .40
F. 5.73 (3;91 d.f.)
pm .001

PRIOR AGGRESSION LEVEL

0 = .04

n.s.

AROUSAL- )0 TOTAL PUNISHING BEHAVIOR
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PREPICTCAZ o iNISNSITY PVNISHINC BEWAVIOR

All Show Conditions
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FIGURE le
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TABLE I

CELL MEANS: AROUSAL BY SHOW TYPE, PRIOR AGGRESSION LEVEL

Condition

WT -
x

s.d.

n

JEFF -
x

s.d.

n

PR -
x

s.d.
n 16 15

'PRIOR AGGRESSION LEVEL

Low

v

High

.55 9.3
25.51 12.51

21 12

-8.46 -7.8

21.08 . 19.06
17 14

1.85 -1.0
19.43 15.53

.,

o

0 e.

n

.

I
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TABLE II

CELL MEAN DEVIATIONS (ADJUSTED FOR COVARICES) OF SUBSEQUENT BEHAVIORS WITHIN
EA( SHOW CONDITION

DEVIATION FROM GRAND MEAN BY
BEHAVIOR stow 'CONDITION GRAN '

WT JEFF PR

NUMBER OF REWARDING
BEHAVIORS -.30 -.41 .82

_TOTAL REWARDING
BEHAVIOR -7.17 7.99 36.58

INTENSITY OF REWARDING
BEHAVIOR -.14 -.43 .$7 3.04

NUMBER OF PUNISHING
BEHAVIORS -.21 .49 -.26 2.38

TOTAL PUNISHING
BEHAVIOR -.53 0: f10 .$6 7.37

INTENSITY OF
PUNISHING BEaAVIOR -.20 -.27 .48 2.16

TOTAL BEHAVIOR -1.30 -7.17 8.55 43.95

AGGREGATE RESPONSE _./s -7.17 7.43 20.21
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